JRB GORTEI Agency ltd. & Babenberg Agency KG for the Sovereign Dynasty of

FIRST OF ALL

THANK YOU,

FOR CONSIDERING US!

In order to eliminate uncertainties, we have created this
portfolio for you. It is important for investors to know why
investing in JRB GORTEI Agency ltd. & Babenberg Agency KG
is still the right choice.
The following summary of the central points about our
company and our investments shows our entrepreneurial
approaches and underlines the principles to which we stand
100%.

Robert - Andreas Stephan Babenberg
CEO
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ADDED VALUE

WE CREATE

STAND OUTS
Profit Participation right from JRB GORTEI
Agency ltd & Babenberg Agency KG

I. License law (worldwide only 4 existing
worldwide and no further assignment possible)
directly and only in the JRB GORTEI Agency ltd
II.

Profit

under

participation

UK

law,

right

which

are

issued

guarantees

and

implements the investment of equal status
(no

subordinated

status

of

creditors)

III. 20th anniversary of the company as legal
successor of “Babenberg Dynasty Holding plc”,
which has existed as a company since 1821t
IV.

Strategical

Partner

with

Royal

Bank

Scotland

„RBS“

V.
secured

of

Long-term
by

liquidity

already

family

assetst

Profit Participation right of the
Souvereign Dynasty Babenberg, as a
subject of international law
I. All the arguments relating to “I” plus that
II. security exists as a subject of
international law and the highest level of
security exists as a financial instrument
III. These profit participation rights are
converted into “government bonds”
when the subject of international law
is constituted, while maintaining the
secured yields, and thus extends the
collateraltocy to the highest possible factor.
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ABOUT US

OUR HISTORY
With

the

constitution

of

the

Babenberg

dynasty

and

family

For the sovereign dynasty of Babenberg as a subject of international
law, all the advantages of a legally binding possibility of international
circumstances arise, which can be used in a wide variety of ways.
All

options

are

offered

sustainably

and

with

immediate

effect.

The result is the declaration of the subject of international law with all rights
and obligations on the basis of the Lex Vita Babenberg from the year 802
in accordance with the Renovatio Imperii Carolus et Henrici from the year
801. From that point on, the Carls Council serves as parliament the sovereign
personality, constitutions and laws united by the federation. The declaration
and diplomatic note are always available for inspection upon request.
In

2000

Robert-Andreas

Stephan

Babenberg

founded

the

JRB

GORTEI Agency ltd in Great Britain and in 2019 the Babenberg
Agency KG in Vienna was added. The cooperation between the
two companies not only enables EU-wide economic synergy, also
international procedures can be carried out in accordance with the law.
The Sovereign Babenberg Dynasty acts internationally on the basis
of “private placement” and once full internal and external sovereignty
has been achieved, converts participation certificates into bonds,
government bonds or shares with a corresponding contractual agreement.
Safety
and

for
is

all
lived

areas
out

and
of

those

involved,

experience

and

is

the

holistic

top

priority

substance.
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OUR MAIN GOALS

STAND OUT

THAT´S WHAT WERE HERE FOR
• Profit participation right from JRB GORTEI Agency ltd &
Babenberg Agency KG
• Profit participation right of the Sovereign Dynasty Babenberg, as a subject
of international law
• Formation of Network & Structure (by Members) worldwide of the
International Association often the Dynasty of Babenberg as international
Organization “IADB”

Your advantages:

• a globally unique form of investment
• Fixed returns and relevant collateral for all types of investment
• One-off, monthly or flexible fixed deposit
• Minimum investment period 5 7, 15, 25 or 50 years
• Share capital increases continuously, even in difficult times
• Distribution from 2% to 5.25% - depending on the deposit

GLOBAL NETWORK

NO COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY

PUNCTUALITY AND
TRANSPARENCY

The IADB represents the
entire network used as an
international organization,
which connects the
structure of all areas
globally.

The network of the “BEN”
Babenberg Exclusive
Network is an increased
and overarching connection
and networking of the
“IADB”, of the subject of
international law and all
project ingestionof the
included communicative and
economic interests

Joint
national
and
international projects of all
types

•
•
•
6

cultural
diplomatic
economic network

www.company.com

•
•
•

Stability through growth
and commonality
Exploitation of your own
and connected networks
Personal Meet & Greet on
a small and large scale

JRB GORTEI AGENCY LTD & BABENBERG AGENCY KG

We create experiences
that have a positive
impact on your
company and your
customers.
JRB GORTEI Agency ltd. &
Babenberg Agency KG
The companies of the “JRB
GORTEI Agency ltd.” such
as “Babenberg Agency KG”
maintain and realize in their
responsibility the holistic areas
of the “International Association
often he Dynasty of Babenberg”
as well as the “Sovereign Dynasty
of Babenberg” as a node and
responsibility point of all, in
order to thus of course maintain
the flexibility and overview in
the sense of responsibility and
competence. In addition, the JRB
GORTEI Agency ltd., as the direct
successor to the “Babenberg
Dynasty Holding plc”, which has
been decommissioned since June
2004, owns all legal rights which,
among other things, authorises
special licences for chemical
and physical transports (only 4
existing worldwide and no further
assignment possible). With the
Royal Bank of Scotland “RBS” JRB
GORTEI Agency ltd.” has a reliable,
strategic
and
internationally
operating financial partner at its
side.

The networks of the “IADB” and the
“BEN”, as well as the companies
of the “JRB GORTEI Agency ltd.”
and “Babenberg Agency KG” will
thus be included in the subject
of international law as well as
implemented.
These statements thus clearly
and comprehensibly show that
the sustainability and safety of
all areas, as well as investors for
the best and maximum safety, is
due to attention in order to reduce
a loss of values to the lowest
possible value.
Thus, in the areas of I, II, IV and
V, by gaining membership in the
IADB “IV” one is integrated into
a worldwide unique and above
all equivalent network, which
will offer extended possibilities
in extension for economic and
network-technical concerns by the
BEN “V”.

The
IADB
mainly
creates
advantages for private individuals
such as companies and also
municipalities (even subjects
of international law), which
leads precisely to national and
international networks of science,
business, politics, diplomacy and
culture.
Among
other
things,
communication will be an
essential part of it, just as
projects of all and any way will
be implemented in a timely
and time-efficient manner and
the possibility of participation
is given in the best possible
way. In addition, a sustainable
social and economic network is
always a guarantee to take the
necessary paths into the future.
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Babenberg
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office@babenberg-agency-international.com
jrb-gortei@outlook.com
www.babenberg-agency-international.com

